
 

    
Abstract -- In USA, breast cancer is a most frequent cause of 

deaths for women.  It is important to detect the cancer in its early 
stage.  X-ray three-dimensional (3D) mammography can provide 
a good image resolution and contrast.  However, the associated 
radiation is relative high.  Reduction of the soft X-ray radiation 
for 3D mammography has been a research focus in the past years.  
In a typical 3D mammography system, the X-ray source and 
detector rotate around the object (breast) beneath the table, on 
which the patient lies in a prone position.  In order to sample the 
data as close as possible to the chest base, a circular orbit with 
half cone-beam geometry has been investigated.  It can provide 
very good reconstruction if the X-ray source is far away from the 
object.  For a relative short distance between the source and the 
object for an improved spatial resolution, the circular orbit may 
not be an optimal choice.  In this case, the portion far away from 
the circular orbit wouldn’t be well reconstructed because of the 
missing of projection data in that region.  In this work, we 
investigated five possible orbits, attempting to find an optimal 
orbit that can reconstruct satisfactorily the whole object with 
least projections (less radiation).  The results showed that two 
near half-circular orbits may be a choice, one near the chest base 
and the other near the breast tip.  The redundant samplings 
beyond 180o were eliminated by our algorithm, rendering very 
good reconstructions. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

reast cancer is the most frequent cause of deaths for 
women in USA.  Women have a much better chance of 

surviving breast cancer if the disease can be detected early.  
Mammography has been playing a major role in the early 
detection.  However, it is far from perfect [1, 2].  Although 
advanced digital mammography with excellent spatial 
resolution and tissue contrast is currently available as a 
screening modality with very sophisticated computer-aided 
detection (CAD) means to help radiologists to identify any 
malignant abnormality, the accuracy and/or specificity is still 
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relatively low.  One major problem with mammography is that 
in the projected two-dimensional (2D) image from 3D 
compressed object, anatomical structures can overlap and 
possibly impede visualization of diagnostic information.  In 
addition, the morphologic characteristics of micro-
calcifications clusters -- an important diagnostic indicator in 
mammography -- can be distorted by compressing the breast 
and projecting the 3D calcification pattern onto a 2D plane.  
Removal of the tissue-overlap limitation of the conventional 
2D digital mammography for a fully 3D mammography has 
been attempted by many researchers in the past years across 
the world.  3D mammography can provide both a fully 3D 
image of the breast and any 2D projection image of the 3D 
object.  It is hoped that the 3D information will improve the 
diagnosis and surgical intervention [1-3]. 
 

With recent advancement in digital detector technologies, 
reconstruction of a 3D high resolution, high contrast image of 
the breast from 2D projections, which are adequately sampled 
around the object, could be achieved by currently available 
computer tomography (CT) technologies.  But the increased 
radiation dosage by multiple projections limits its clinical 
applications as a screening modality.  Reduction of the soft X-
ray radiation for 3D mammography has been a research focus 
in the recent years.  We have been interested in software 
approaches to achieve the same goal of minimizing the 
radiation.  In our preliminary studies on low-dose CT 
technologies [4-6], we have shown that our algorithm can 
achieve at least three times reduction of the X-ray exposure, as 
compared to currently available CT technologies.   In this 
work, we investigated five possible orbits, attempting to find 
an optimal orbit that can reconstruct satisfactorily the whole 
object with least projections (less radiation).   The results 
showed that two near half-circular orbits might be a choice, 
one near the chest base and the other near the breast tip.  In our 
modified cone-beam reconstruction algorithm, the redundant 
samplings beyond 180o were eliminated, rendering very good 
reconstructions. 

 

II. 3D MAMMOGRAPHY SYSTEM 

A. A typical X-ray 3D mammography system 
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    A typical X-ray 3D mammography system is showed in 
Figure 1, which has been accepted in the research field [2].  
The patient lies prone on a table, and the unimpressed breast 
hangs through a hole in the table.  The detector and X-ray 
source are set under the patient table and rotate around the 
vertical axis of the object (breast) to acquire 2D projection 
data.  The X-ray source and detector are restricted by the table, 
so the breast is exposed to the X-rays in a half cone-beam 
geometry if the X-ray source rotates closest to the table, or in a 
truncated cone-beam geometry if the source moves away from 
the table. 

 

 
Figure 1:  A prototype of 3D mammography system with a collimated 
X-ray source and high spatial resolution, high detection efficiency flat-
panel detector [2], where the source-detector distance is 72 cm and the 
source is 48 cm from the center of the object.  For improved spatial 
resolution detection efficiency, a shorter distance between source and 
object may be used. 

B. Mathematical breast phantom 
    A 3D mathematical breast phantom is showed in Figure 2.  
The phantom is a half-ellipsoid (see Figure 2(d)), just like the 
breast hanging through the hole in the table.  The phantom has 
an array size of 512x512x512 voxels.  Within the phantom, 
there are three groups of objects that locate in three transverse 
planes, whose distances to the table (the top of phantom) are 
52, 176, 296 voxels, respectively (see Figures 2(a), 2(b), 2(c)). 
 

 

     
                (a)                            (b)                           (c) 

 
                                            (d) 

Figure 2:  A 3D mathematical breast phantom, where the hot spots simulating 
the calcification are embedded in the background of “fat” tissue. 
 

C. Image reconstruction algorithm 
    In this work, we will adapt and modify the generalized 
Feldkamp cone-beam reconstruction algorithm as developed 
by Ge Wang, et al. [7, 8] to fit into our scanning orbit and data 
acquisition geometry. 
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where ),,( zyxi  is a 3D image, ),,( ζβ pdc  is the cone-beam 
projection data, )(⋅f  is a reconstruction filter, )(βρ  is the 
distance between the x-ray source and the z-axis of the 
reconstruction coordinate system, and β  is the rotation angle 
of the x-ray source.  The coordinates are: ββ sincos yxt += , 

ββ cossin yxs +−= . 

III. FIVE POSSIBLE SAMPLING ORBITS AND CHOICE OF 
SCANNING METHODS 

    In order to sample the data as close as possible to the chest 
base, a circular orbit with half cone-beam geometry has been 
investigated.  It can provide very good reconstruction if the X-
ray source is far away from the object.  For a relative short 
distance between the source and the object for an improved 
spatial resolution and detection efficiency, the circular orbit 
may not be an optimal choice.  In this case, the portion far 
away from the circular orbit wouldn’t be well reconstructed 
because of the missing or insufficient sampling of projection 
data in that region.  In this work, we tested five possible 
sampling orbits for the prototype system of Figure 1: 

 
1) Circular orbit:  The source rotates on a circle orbit close 

to the table or the cheat base.  The detector remains on 
the circular orbit near the table for all possible sampling 
strategies. 

2) Spiral orbit:  The initial source location is close to the 
table, when scan finishes (over 360o), it is near the 
breast tip or nipple. 

3) Two near half-circular orbits:  In this sampling, one near 
half-circular (180o plus a fan-angle) orbit is at the chest 
base (close to the table) and the other near half-circular 
(180o plus fan-angle) orbit is near the breast tip. 

4) Two half-spiral orbits:  One half-spiral orbit of 180o plus 
a fan-angle is applied starting from the chest base.  The 
other half-spiral orbit of 180o plus fan-angle starts at the 
breast tip back to the chest base. 

5) A half circular plus a half spiral orbits:  In this sampling, 
one near half-circular (180o plus a fan-angle) orbit at the 
chest base is applied and then a half-spiral orbit is 
applied from the chest base to the breast tip. 

 
Because the detector and source are set under the patient 

table and rotate around the object (breast) to acquire projection 
data, the detector and source are limited by the patient table.  
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The portion of the object that is near the table will obtain less 
projection rays than the portion far away from the table when 
X-ray source moves away from the table.  If we don’t 
normalize the sampled rays, the reconstructed image will be 
very dark in the portion of the object that is near the table.  The 
following formula shows our normalization technique. 
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The reconstruction results of the five orbits are showed in 

Figure 3, where the distance between the source and the object 
is 1600 voxels and the size of phantom is 512x512x512 voxels.  
From these reconstructed images, we observed that the dual 
near half-circular orbits might be the best choice for the 3D 
mammography system. 

IV. MODIFIED RECONSTRUCTION ALGORITHM FOR THE DUAL 
NEAR HALF-CIRCULAR ORBITS 

    Why do we choice two “near” half-circular orbits, rather 
than two half-circular orbits?  (Near half-circular orbit means 
180o plus a fan-angle scanning).  To answer this question, we 
introduce a sampling map, which describes the sampling 
(projection) status in the mid-plane of cone-beam geometry.  
In the mid-plane of cone-beam configuration, the geometry is a 
fan-beam type.  The relation between fan-beam and parallel-
beam geometries is showed in Figure 4. 

D
parctan+=+= βγβφ  
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    It means that each ray ),( βp  in the fan-beam geometry can 
be seen as a ray in the parallel-bean geometry.  So in the 
sampling map, each ray ),( βp  is one point, whose location is 

),( rxφ .  For parallel-beam geometry, after 180o scan, the 
sampling map is filled by the sampling points (projection), 
which means that we can reconstruct image by using only the 
180o parallel-beam scans.  But for fan-beam geometry, after 
180o scan (See Figure 5(a)), sampling map is not filled by the 
180o fan-beam scan (See Figure 5(c)).  Some projections are 
missed. 
 
    To fill in these missing projection-data region, the rotating 
angle should be more than 180o.  The angle of added extra 
scans should be θ2 , where θ  is the maximum open angle in 
fan-beam scan (See Figure 5(a) and 5(b)).  But the added 
projections beyond 180o will cause the redundancy of sampling 
(see Figure 5(d)), which could result in artifacts in the 
reconstructed images. 
 

    In our modified image reconstruction algorithm, these 
redundant samplings in the added projections were eliminated.  
From Figure 5(d), we can see that the number of redundant 
samplings is different in different views.  We will use the 
following formula to eliminate the redundant samplings. 

                              )2/()])(2/[( θπβ −= sizeDL                 (4) 
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where sizeD  is the size of detector, L is the cut point which 
separates the useful added samplings and redundant samplings 
in different view β .  The redundant samplings could not be 
eliminated directly, which would cause some artifacts.  We 
will use Gaussian function to smooth the eliminating 
processing. 
 

     
                             (a)                                      (b) 

     
                                 (c)                                     (d) 

Figure 6: Reconstruction results of different compensation methods in 
the dual half-circular orbits. (a) phantom, (b) dual half-circular orbits 
without added projections, (c) dual near half-circular orbits with added 
projections, and (d) dual near half-circular orbits with added projections, 
where the redundant part was eliminated. 
 
When the distance between the source and the object is 

relative short, e.g., 200 pixels, we observed that there is a 
missing area on the top of the reconstructed image of the dual 
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Figure 4:  Relation between fan-beam 
and parallel-beam geometries. 
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half-circular orbits (see Figure 6(b)).  This is caused by the 
missing projections when the 180o cone-beam scan is applied.  
When these missing projection data were filled in by added 
extra scans, the added projections beyond 180o would cause 
the redundancy of sampling, which could result in artifacts in 
the reconstructed image (see Figure 6(c)).  Our modified image 
reconstruction algorithm considers this problem.  After these 
redundant samplings in the added projections were eliminated, 
good reconstruction results were obtained (see Figure 6(d) and 
Figure 5(e)). 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
In this work, we investigated five possible scan orbits for 3D 

mammography application, and found that the dual near half-
circular orbits might be the best choice, where one orbit is 
close to the chest base and the other is near the breast tip.  A 
near half-circular orbit means an 180o plus a fan-angle scan.  
The added projections beyond 180o scan cause the redundancy 
of data sampling, which could result in artifacts in the 
reconstructed images.  We investigated and modified the 
generalized Feldkamp cone-beam reconstruction algorithm to 
accommodate the variable scan orbits.  Our modified algorithm 
eliminated the redundant samplings in the added projections 
and produced good reconstruction results. 
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                          1.  circular.                                 2.  spiral.                        3.  two half-circular.                 4.  two half-spiral.           5.  half-circular+ half-spiral. 

Figure 3:  Reconstruction results of five orbits, (top is the sagittal view and bottom is the transverse view). 
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                                                    (c)                                                                        (d)                                                                          (e) 

Figure 5:  (a) The mid-plane of the cone-beam geometry for 180o scan.  (b) The mid-plane of the cone-beam geometry for 180o plus added extra scans.  (c), (d) and 
(e) are sampling maps of the mid-plane of the cone-beam geometry for 180o scan with and without added extra samplings on a circular orbit, where the horizontal 
axis is the rotating angle φ , and the vertical axis is the location rx .  (c) 180o sampling without added projections.  (d) 180o sampling with added projections (i.e., 
the fan angles).  (e) 180o sampling with added projections, where the redundant part was eliminated. 
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